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Coaching developed in France and Germany in the late 1980s and early 1990s as it did in the English-speaking countries of the United Kingdom and the United States, although they may have called it different names, according to a personal comment from Hannes Entz. In France, coaching evolved from psychotherapy and psychology with strong Freudian roots, according to personal communications from Jane Turner and Alain Cardon. A 1971 French labor law stipulated that if large organizations did not spend at least 1.2 per cent of their salary mass on personal training, then the sum would be taxed, thus opening the gates for coaching.

Coaching in France began with transactional analysis, then neuro-linguistic programming according to Alain Cardon and Maryvonne Lorenzen. Cardon also described the French tradition as very analytical, “a mental approach of what went wrong…a lot of times questions are asked to understand what is going on…to find solutions that are analytical.” Jane Turner founded Le Dojo in 1990 to train in human relations, NLP, TA and general semantics. Coach training was included in 1993 and included coaching certification in 1995. Also in 1995 Jane Turner created the French Society for Coaching (*SF Coach*) which looked upon coaching as “a course of action to feel good and keep feeling good” and to reduce the influence of “cults” by contributing to the professional development of people free and aware of their choices.

German coaching developed from foundations in organization development, training, NLP, and workplace psychology. In 1986 in Germany, a colleague of Werner Vogelauer formulated a short article under the title *Coaching: Personal Counseling of Leaders*. The article stated that coaching was akin to “…personal counselling and clearing of the problem with a neutral talking partner who has experience with the business and private situations as well as experienced in professional conversation.”

Vogelauer described the aims of a four session coaching process as:

- To work for a clear orientation to the problem and its parts;
- To establish a process for the further steps and solutions;
- To create a larger view and combinations for example to career planning; and
- To talk about according activities like literature, special seminars etc.

Similar to the contact method prevalent in North America, Vogelauer informed the German public that contact will typically occur by telephone, and the first session will take place at no cost.